
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NEWS  RELEASE  

FOR  IMMEDIATE RELEASE  

ShareTek  

January  25,  2021  

ShareTek  Acquires  Bridge Startups  

Bay Area  Based Bridge Startups acquired  in cash  and stock  deal f inalized.  

Scottsdale,  Arizona.  ShareTek  an  innovative  startup  focused  on  the  behavioral  health  

and  criminal  justice  market  with  software  and  hardware  solutions  has acquired  Bridge  

Startups.  Bridge  Startups provides distinct  advantages for clients  with  extensive  

experience  in  design,  development,  engineering,  and  manufacturing.  The  official  

announcement  was made  January 25th,  2021.   This acquisition  allows ShareTek to  

develop  complimentary hardware  solutions that  support  the  platforms technology 

roadmap.  

“We  have  been  engaged  with  Bridge  Startups for over 12  months for support  on  one  our 

yet  to  be  released  products and  have  been  so  impressed  with  the  team,  we  felt  this was 

the  next  logical  step  to  grow  our business.   We  are  thrilled  to  have  such  deep  product  

experience  join  our executive  team to  support  our continued  rapid  growth.”  said  Steve  

Moak Jr.  CEO/Founder.  

The  acquisition  of  Bridge  Startups  fits into  ShareTek’  s  strategy and  mission  to  create  

innovative  solutions to  common  challenges in  these  underserved  verticals.  By acquiring  

Bridge  Startups,  ShareTek immediately creates a  presence  in  Silicon  Valley that  will  

expedite  the  current  products under development  and  allow  access to  a  wealth  of  talent  

in  the  Bay area.   



 

About ShareTek  

ShareTek  was  founded in  2019  to  promote shared responsibility, shared capacity and  shared 

outcomes  for  next-generation  client engagement, coordinated  care, and  innovative drug  and  

alcohol testing  solutions. It’s virtual, Coordinated  Care Platform  and  DNA  Confirmed Drug  and  
Alcohol Solution  breaks  down  the silos  of  client data  that are common  among  industries  such  as  

healthcare, human  services  and  criminal justice, effortlessly  connecting  all support care team  

members  of  vulnerable/at-risk  populations  for  improved outcomes. The platform  seamlessly  

integrates  with  existing  systems, providing  a modern, mobile solution  for  all support team  

members  to  stay  in-sync  throughout the client’s  healthcare journey  and  deliver  personalized, 

truly  coordinated  care.  
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